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Abstract: In this paper we review achievable information rates (AIRs) for coded modu-
lation. Using simple examples, AIRs are shown to be versatile design tools for fiber optical
communication systems.
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1. Coded Modulation
The optical fiber channel is ultimately band-limited. Because of this, the need of designing bandwidth-
efficient transceivers is an active area of research. The most natural way of achieving this is via
multi-level modulation combined with soft-decision (SD) forward error correction (SD-FEC), a combina-
tion known as coded modulation (CM). Different coded modulation flavors exist, the most popular ones












































Fig. 1. Number of “MQAM” in OFC proceedings.
CM has become a key technology for fiber optical commu-
nications, as shown in Fig. 1. This figure shows the num-
ber of occurrences of “MQAM” in the OFC proceedings in
the last 15 years. Although the number of occurrences is a
very rough metric (and can certainly be improved), this fig-
ure does show a clear trend: QPSK and 16QAM are here to
stay, and 64QAM and 256QAM are slowly becoming more
important.
Ungerboeck’s celebrated trellis-coded modulation [1]
was very popular because the receiver could find the most
likely coded sequence using a single, low-complexity de-
coder, that exploited the nonbinary (NB) trellis structure of
the code. With the advent of powerful binary SD-FEC such
low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, however, modern
fiber optical CM transceivers use a receiver based on a single binary FEC.
Until a few years ago, pre-FEC bit-error rate (BER), symbol error rate (SER), Q-factor, and error vector magnitude
(EVM) were the standard performance metrics in the optical communications community. Recently, however, this
paradigm has been changing and achievable information rates (AIRs) are being used more. In this paper, we discuss
the use of AIRs as a tool to design CM transceivers with both NB and binary FEC. By means of simple examples,
AIRs are shown to be very powerful design metrics.
2. Achievable Information Rates: Three Applications
AIRs indicate the number of information bits per symbol that can be reliably transmitted through the channel and are at
the core of Shannon’s celebrated concept of channel capacity [6]. Because of its definition, one of the key advantages
of using AIRs as performance metrics is that they are inherently related to FEC. Unlike uncoded metrics like the
pre-FEC BER, SER, EVM, or Q-factor, AIRs give an indication of the amount of information bits that can be reliably
transferred through a channel. While uncoded metrics are related to bits before and after the demapper, AIRs deal with
the information bits before and after FEC. AIRs allow fair comparisons of different constellations, DSP, decoding and
nonlinearity compensation techniques, and can also be used for post-FEC error prediction. An AIR for CM based on
NB codes is the mutual information (MI) [8–10]. For binary FEC, however, the relevant quantity is the GMI [3,7,11].
In this paper we consider equally likely symbols only, however, the extension of GMI to nonuniform symbols can be
done, as shown in [12, Sec. VI]. In what follows, we show three applications of AIRs.
2.1. Application 1: Throughput Prediction
Fig. 2 (left) shows the MI (solid lines) for three different 8QAM constellations (C1, C2 and C3) as well as the capacity
of the 4D AWGN channel. These curves can be used to show the potential rate gains offered by the constellation C3.
Fig. 2 (left) also shows the required Eb/N0 for NB-LDPC codes with 5 different code rates to achieve a post-FEC error
probability below 10−4 (more details in [10]). These results show that the MI can be used to predict the performance
of NB-LDPC codes and NB modulations, where the gap between markers and lines is due to the suboptimality of the
codes. Fig. 2 (right) shows results for binary LDPC codes with 7 different rates and two different modulation formats.
In this figure, both MI (solid lines) and GMI (dashed lines) are shown, as well as the performance of the code (more
details in [7]). From this figure, it is clear that binary LDPC codes follow the GMI prediction rather than the MI. This
figure also shows that although C4,256 has higher MI compared to 16QAM, this gain does not translate into rate gains
with LDPC codes because the GMI of C4,256 is lower than the one of 16QAM.







































Fig. 2. CM with NB-LDPC codes [10] (left) and binary LDPC codes [7] (right).
2.2. Application 2: Reach Increase
Fig. 3 shows two examples of AIRs versus transmission distance and highlights the fact that AIRs can be used to predict
the reach increase in optical systems. For example, Fig. 3 (left) shows different modulation formats and nonlinearity
compensation techniques (EDC and DBP), which can be directly compared against each other (for the same target
AIR). These results show that, for multi-span, multi-channel, optical transmission (single-channel) DBP with 64QAM
offers a potential reach increase of app. 1,000 km at 8 bit/sym with respect to EDC. Fig. 3 (right) shows that for the
system in [8], the gains offered by probabilistic shaping are equivalent to those offered by DBP. The use of AIRs can
therefore be used to guide the CM design, and also to decide on how to trade complexity and performance.
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Fig. 3. AIRs versus transmission distance in [9] (left) and [8] (right).
2.3. Application 3: Post-FEC Performance Prediction
AIRs can also be used as decoding thresholds. The error probability after FEC can be accurately predicted by consid-
ering the MI and GMI, for NB-SD-FEC and binary SD-FEC, respectively. Consider for example an AWGN channel,
the NB-LDPC codes from [10], and three different 8QAM constellations from [10, Fig. 3]. The post-FEC SER results
are shown in Fig. 4 (left), where different markers represent different modulation formats. This figure shows how the
MI (normalized by the number of bit/symbol log2 M) is a good predictor of the post-FEC SER. Similar results are
shown in Fig. 4 (right) for binary LDPC codes from the DVB-S2 standard (randomly punctured to obtained the rate
shown) and three different modulation formats (4QAM, 16QAM, and 64QAM). In this case the decoder is binary and
the normalized GMI is the quantity that correctly predicts the post-FEC BER for all modulation formats (different
markers). The main result in Fig. 4 is that normalized MI and GMI are very good decoding thresholds for SD-FEC.



































































Fig. 4. Post-FEC prediction for NB in [10] (left) and binary LDPC codes (right).
3. Conclusions
The merits of achievable information rates for the design of coded modulation in fiber optical communications
were discussed. These rates are in general more difficult to calculate than, e.g., pre-FEC BER. However, they are
more versatile and represent a much more natural option for the design metric of modern (coded) fiber optical
communication systems.
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